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Dear Maris,
The advice is the one sent yesterday with a note of this opinion of CRPMEM Guyane. I assembled all in the
same text below:
"The Advisory Council for the Outermost Regions (CC RUP) considers that this proposal brings
environmental benefits and does not appear to affect the fisheries sector. In any case, we believe that this
measure must maintain the voluntary nature of adoption by the fisheries organizations.
We should let you know that the spanish fisheries organizations consider that the costs of acquisition of
these new quality materials, by interested organizations, must be supported by the member states.
We should also let you know that the French Guiana CRPMEM also asked us to highlight the fact that in
their territory more than 200 km of gill nets are seized per year, from Illegal fishing boats that are fishing
in French Guiana's EEZ (from Brazil, Guyana and Suriname) and that these nets are dumped in the
landfills of French Guiana. This is a terrible waste and definitely unsustainable. It would be great if this
seized gear could be treated and put into some of the many empty containers that travel back to France
empty (on a regular basis). This would guarantee a large quantity of material that could be transformed
into better gear that could be used by legal fisheries."
Thank you once again.
Have a nice weekend.
Best regards,
Daniela Costa
(Secretária Geral/ Secrétaire Général/ Secretaria General)
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